now since I have been leading youth into action by way of the axe, the
saw, the plane, the hammer, and the scythe, the shovel and the hoe. The
stone chisel, the paint brush, as well as just cooking and washing up. And
then comes the use of the T-square and triangle on the drawing board.
No more drawing-board architects at Taliesin! Not if I can help it. Nor,
if I can help it, any more one-sided specialists who can't and won't take
work as though their daily bread did not depend upon a modicum of
sweat on the brow and some joy in their own decent skill. The sedentary
specialist has had his not sufficiently brief hour in capitalism. For fifty
years, at least, the academic pigeon hole has had its fill of peripatetic
young human lives conditioned to capitalism and here we are as we now
are, a nation of employees of some employee of an employee. We do not
know who our Employer is. Increasingly few have the heart or the brains
to inquire. Of what use to know?
And what 'Educated' youth is worth employing as a workman on his
own stark merit? Lack of correlation and stamina is what is the matter
with him. Here in this work at Taliesin we are seeking to find and build
up in the young lad that joy and stamina in work which will enable him
to take hold of life afresh and anywhere] Were the world of men and
things destroyed as it stands, he could take hold and make a better one in
every way. If the weakness and indolent habits of sedentary American
college life are incurable—well then, Taliesin hasn't much chance to
succeed. But there are young men here already enjoying work, enough to
prove that essential manhood is still potential in the insurgent college-man
at least. But we have our Ups and Downs. Our Ins and Outs.
These several background sets—stage props?—must serve to give you
some idea of what the Taliesin Fellowship meant to meet as best it could.
They will also give you the attitude of the Fellowship at the time.
For weeks I had driven up and down the ramifying valleys of our
matchless countryside looking for lumber and other materials to work
with. We needed, and desperately, lumber, stone, lime and labourers of
all sorts. As you see in the lines (and between them), we had very little or
no money at all to pay for these coveted desirables at first. The search lasted
for months. Finally, materials still lacking—having failed to secure most
of the essential materials, I got forty workmen together from the neigh-
-bouring small towns—laid my scheme before them and made them the
following proposition—anxious and still wondering where I could, get the
materials for them to work with if I succeeded and they did come to work.
I proposed to dissipate what money the apprentices brought in by putting
most of it each week into the pockets of the all but starving workmen,
sheltering them in comfort, feeding them well, and paying for the food
they consumed. They willingly signed the following agreement. I suppose
in the circumstances they would have signed anything. Most of them were
a hungry-looking lot.

